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ABSTRACT

THE EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF POLARIZATION 
ON THE RADIATION LOSSES OF BENT OPTICAL FIBERS

Süleyman Gökhun Tanyer 
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ayhan Altıntaş

July 1990

It has long been recognized that the bending losses in weakly guiding optical 
fibers, is independent of the polarization for large bend radius. We showed this 
fact using the volume equivalent current method. The procedure is then applied 
to a helically bent fiber, and it is shown that the radiation from the helical fiber 
is also independent of the polarization as long as the fiber is weakly guiding.
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ÖZET

BÜKÜLMÜŞ OPTİK FİBERLERDE POLARİZASYONUN 
BÜKÜLME KAYIPLARINA ETKİSİNİN İNCELENMESİ

Süleyman Gökhıın Tanyer
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 

Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Ayhan Altıntaş 
Temmuz 1990

Zayıfça kılavuzlayan optik fiberlerde büyük bükülme yarıçapları için bükülme 
kayıplarının polarizasyona bağımlı olmadığı uzun zamandır biliniyordu. Bu tez 
çalışmasında bükülmüş fiberi dielektrik bir anten gibi kabul edip, bu anten
den yayılan ışınımın kayıp gücü vermesi esasına dayanan eşdeğer akım yöntemi 
kullanarak bükülmüş fiberin bükülme kaybının polarizasj'ona bağımlı olmadığı 
gösterildi. Daha sonra bu yöntem zayıfça kılavuzlayan helezon şeklinde bükülmüş 
fibere de uygulandı ve aynı sonuca varıldı.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Optical waveguides that are used for communication applications, are made of 
highly transparent dielectric materials. They are designed to carry electromag
netic energy in the visible or infrared regions of frequency spectrum. Those highly 
flexible dielectrics have very small loss, and high bandwidth transmission char
acteristics. For those reasons, they are used for transmission of voice, data, and 
video signals which rec^uires high information capacity. It is also noted that op
tical waveguides have the potential for being used wherever twisted wire pairs or 
coaxial cables are used in a communication system.

Optical waveguides, often called fibers, are generally made up of three coaxial 
layers as shown in Fig. 1.1. In the center there exists a medium called the 
co?'e, surrounded by a second medium, called the cladding. The protective layer 
jacket, covers the cladding medium, and is used for giving mechanical strength 
to the waveguide. It also protects the inner layers from moisture, and mechanical 
disturbances. Depending on the application, the refractive index profile in the 
core may be uniform or non-uniform. The former case is referred to as step-projile 
fibers, and the latter case is graded-profile fibers. Figures 1.2, and 1.3 show the 
refractive index profile of each type of fiber. Since the idea of optical waveguides 
is to guide the electromagnetic energy along its path, the refractive index of the 
core region must be greater than the refractive index of the cladding region. So 
that, most of the propagating energy is captured by the core region, and only a 
small portion is kept in the cladding region.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1; The layers of an optical waveguide

Figure 1.2; The refractive index 
profile of step-profile waveguide

Figure 1.3; The refractive index 
profile of graded-profile waveguide



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

An optical waveguide can accomodate one or more propagating modes de
pending on the refractive index and size of the core and cladding. As the name 
implies, the single-mode fiber carries only one propagating mode at the specified 
frequency, and multi-mode fiber has more than one propagating modes. Multi- 
mode fibers are mostly used in short distance communication applications, and in 
fiber sensors. In telecommunication systems, the cladding and the core refractive 
indices are designed to be very close to each other to limit the dispersion. Those 
kind of waveguides ai'e called weakly gtiiding fibers to which the analysis in the 
thesis is restricted.

If we bend a fiber, we observe a radiation loss which is commonly referred 
to as Bending Loss. Since it is an important problem in optical communication 
systems, considerable amount of work has been done in the analysis of bending 
losses. We may assume Marcatili’s work [1] in 1969 to be the first in this field. 
He investigated the radiation effects of a dielectric slab using a rigorous method. 
He had some asymptotic expansions in his solution . Shevchenko [2] generalized 
the known radiation mechanism for the slab to the case of fiber. Levin [3] solved 
for the approximate values of the electromagnetic field to reach a bending loss 
expression. Snyder, White, and Mitchell [4] have derived the bending loss for
mula for both the slab and the fiber cases. Marcuse [5] analyzed the bending 
losses of the asymmetric slab waveguide. Chang, and Kuester [6] noted that the 
results obtained previously, do not always agree and so that there exist very large 
difference factors. They derived the bending loss formula by solving the approxi
mate values of the fields of bent dielectric slab and fiber. Marcuse [7] derived the 
bending loss formula by determining the coefficients of a field expansion. Those 
coefficients are found by matching the field ex^Dansion in cylindrical waves to the 
mode field of the straight fiber. In his work, he assumed the waveguide to be 
weakly guiding. Later, Marcuse [8] analyzed the radiation loss of a helically de
formed optical fiber. He considered only one turn of the helix, and derived the 
bending loss formula using the same procedure that he has used in his previous 
work [7]. He has neglected the optical effect of the torsion due to the twist of 
the fiber [9]. Altıntaş and Love [10] used a relatively simple volume equivalent 
current method to reach a power attenuation coefficient for helical fibers. They 
noted that the heliccil loss could be so high that it acts as an effective cutoff 
for that mode. In this work the bending loss of a circularly bent fiber for two



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

orthogonal polarizations is derived, and is proven that the loss is independent of 
polarization as reported earlier [11]. Also, we have analyzed the helically bent 
fiber problem, and derived the bending loss formula by including the effect of the 
torsion due to the twist of fiber [12].

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, Volume Equivalent 
Current Method is described. In Chapter 3, the analysis of step-profile planar 
and circular waveguides is given. The weakly guiding waveguide fields are later 
derived. In Chapter 4, loss in bent optical waveguides is examined using the 
previously introduced volume equivalent current method. In this analysis, the 
field of bent fiber is assumed to be equal to the undistorted field of the straight 
fiber. This approximation is good for small radiation losses. As far as the bending 
radius is large compared to the core radius, as in most practical bends, this 
does not bring a serious limitation. Our analysis is done for two perpendicular 
polarizations to check for the effects of polarization on the radiation loss of a 
circularly bent fiber. In Chapter 5, the same method is applied to a helically 
bent optical waveguide. Since torsion is present due to twist of fiber [9], we 
included that effect in the analysis, and assumed the polarization to have a slip 
related to the geometrical helix parameters of the fiber. Finall}', conclusions are 
given in Chapter 6.

In the analysis, a sinusoidally-varying time dependence with angular frequency 
w (exp(jwt)) is assumed, and suppressed.



Chapter 2

VOLUM E EQUIVALENT CURRENTS

The expressions for the electric and magnetic fields in the core and the cladding 
regions of optical fibers are rigorously given by the solutions of source-free Max
well’s Equations

V x E  = - j { (2.1)
KCoJ

V x H  = J + j i ' koE (2.2)

V • (n^E) =  0 (2.3)

V  · / /  =  0 (2.4)

where Co and ¡Iq are the permittivity and the permeability of the free-spcvce, respec
tively, and ko =  w^Ho -̂o- The refractive index is denoted by n, and throughout 
this thesis, the core and the cladding refractive indices will be denoted by rico 
and rici·, respectively. In almost all fiber calculations, Ud is assumed constant, 
and graded index fibers have a variation in Uco depending on application. In 
this work, the core index Uco is assumed constant; in other words, we restrict 
ourselves to step index fibers to simplify the analysis. However, for fibers used 
in communication systems, this does not bring a major restriction, since the dif
ference between Uco and n̂ / must be kept small to limit the dispersion (weakly 
guiding fibers).



The idea of the volume equivalent current method is to replace an inhomoge
neous medium with a homogeneous medium having a volume current distribution. 
For an inhomogeneous medium, the field pattern is shaped by the inhomogeneity 
of the medium, whereas in the homogeneous case, by the source distribution. The 
equivalent current distribution yields the same field value at every point in space 
as the source-free inhomogeneous medium.

To obtain the volume equivalent currents, write Eq.(2.2) in core and cladding 
regions as follows

CHAPTER 2. VOLUME EQUIVALENT CURRENTS 6

V  X / /  =  jYokonliE , r > p

V  X H = jYokoul^E , r  < p

(2.5)

(2 .6)

where Yo =  \jto!Po and p  is the core radius.

In order to have a homogeneous medium as the equivalent current method 
offers, we should remove the core, leaving a volume current distribution. This 
procedure is equal to manipulating Eq.(2.6) as follows

V  X / /  =  jYcK -  jYohnliE  +  jYoKnliB 
=  +  jYohnliE

(2.7)

(2 .8)

where

Jeq — ĵ '̂ okoil̂ co (2.9)

is the equivalent current. If E is known or approximated, then the radiation can 
be calculatfxl by using antenna theory as described briefly below.

From Eq.(2.4) one can deduce that there exists a vector A called the magnetic 
vector potential, such that
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H =  — V X A 
fio

We can manipulate the Maxwell’s equations to get

(2 .1 0)

(2 . 1 1 )

where A satisfies

[V^ + k y } A  = -fXoJe,

The total radiated power Prad̂  is related to A as follows

(2.12)

Prad =
Ĉ klrici

- ]fio)  Jo Jo
fir X A f  r^sin^0 do d(j) (2.13)

where c is the speed of light, r is the radial distance (r —> oo), and ar is the unit 
vector along r.

The solution of Eq.(2.12) is given as

A = J^£-]^Q-Aonctr (2.14)

M  =
Jv

(2.1.5)

where r\ and r are the length from the origin to the source point and to the field 
point, respectively (see Fig.2.1).

We deduce from Eqs.(2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) that
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate of the source and the field points

Prad  —

ricl
327t2 C  {l I" + 1 1̂ } ^ (2.16)

where Mg and are the components of M  in spherical coordinates, and kg and 
are the unit vectors parallel to the 9- and ^-axis, respectively. That is

Mg= f  Je,(r') · dr'
Jv'

M ^= [  Je,(r') · f/r'
Jv'

where v' is the .source region, and 7 is defined in Fig. 2.1.

(2^17)

(2.18)

Now, we are able to find the total power radiated from any current distribu
tion. First to find M using Eq.(2.15), and then the radiated power using Eq. 
(2.16).



Chapter 3

ANALYSIS OF DIELECTRIC  
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

It is known that many propagating modes may exist in a metallic waveguide. 
At a metallic boundary of a microwave guide, the continuity relationships of 
the tangential E and H  fields favor the existence of only the transverse electric, 
TE, or the transverse magnetic, TM, modes, along the guide. No fields can exists 
outside the guide. In the dielectric waveguide, the situation is more complex 
due to the boundary condition. All six components (3 for E, and 3 for H) can 
coexists for one mode. Those modes with strong Ez field compared to Hz are 
designated as EH modes. Likewise, those with a stronger Hz are called HE modes. 
Occasionally, some TE and TM modes can also exist in cylindrical and planar 
dielectric waveguides. In addition to the propagating modes, there are unwanted 
radiation and evanescent modes. The propagating modes are associated with 
discrete eigenvalues. So, they can be indexed as metallic waveguide modes.

3.1 FIELDS OF PLANAR WAVEGUIDES

The step-profile planar waveguide has a core of uniform refractive index Uco sur
rounded by the cladding of uniform refractive index г̂c¡ (see Fig.3.1). The cladding 
is assumed to be unbounded. This assumption introduces only very little error.

9
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Figure 3.1: Section of a step-profile planar waveguide which is unbounded in the y 
and z directions. The core halfwidth is p, and n{x) is the refractive index profile

but simplifies the analysis considerably. The profile is described as follows

n{x) —

where p is the core half-width.

rico
ricl

0 < |a;| < /9
!> < N1

(3.1)

The total field in the waveguide can be thought of as the sum of modes 
propagating along z-axis, and each having different propagation constant fi as 
follows

E{x,y,z)  =  Eo{x,y)e 
H(x,y,z)  =  Hfix,y)e~^^'‘

(3.2)

(3.3)

Further, we can decompose those fields into two components, one parallel to
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and the other orthogonal to the propagation axis, and call them longitudinal and 
transversal components, respectively. Then we get

E { x , 7j, z ) =  {Eot  +  E o z S - z y  

H{x, y, z) = {Hot d- Hoẑ 7.)e~̂ '̂ ^

(3.4)

(3.5)

where the subscript oz and ot are for the longitudinal and the transversal com
ponents, respectively. The above representation of the fields satisfies the homo
geneous vector wave equations

{V^,+n'^kl - f3^}Eo=  - ( V i - ; / ? a , ) f ? , , .  Vtlnn^ (3.6)

{V^ +  n‘̂ k l -/3^}Ho= { { V t - j l 3 d , ) x H o } x V t \ n i F  (3.7)

where the two dimensional operator Vf is as defined in Appendix A.

All terms involving ln?r  ̂ in Eqs.(3.6), and (3.7) vanish within the core and 
the cladding, and for the weakly guiding case, the cladding and core indices are 
very close to each other i.e. ~  n̂ o so that those terms drop out. This 3delds 
the following scalar wave equation for the longitudinal components of J5, and II

{ v j + n u - ; - / ) q v  =  o (3.8)

then it is possible to find the transverse components using the longitudiiictl com
ponents, Ip.

Substituting Eq.(3.1) into the above equation, and referring to Appendix A 
for the vector operators, we get

/ i lI dx“̂

il
dx'̂

for 0 < |.'c| < p (3.9)

for p < |a;| (3.10)
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where U and W  are the core and the cladding modal parameters defined as

W =
(3.11)
(3.12)

Solutions which are bounded everywhere vary as sm{Uxfp) or cos{Uxlp) in 
the core and as exp[ — W\x\!p) in the cladding.

The next step is to obtain transverse components, and apply the continuity
—f —P

of tangential E and at a; =  ±p, which lead to the eigenvalue equations

U tan U (3.13)

— tan U (3.14)

n l w  = nhU tan U (3.15)

n l w  = —nhU cot U (3.16)

for the even TE, odd TE, even TM, and odd TM modes, respectively.

Further manipulations yield the field components for step-profile, planar waveg
uide. Here, we will give only the electric field components for even TE modes to 
give an idea about the field distribution in slab waveguide. The complete set of 
modal field components both for TE and TM modes for the step-profile planar 
waveguide are given in Table 12-1 of [13].

c o s (^ ) /  cos(f/) 0 < |.'c| < p
Eoy — ^ (.3.17)

f, < |,.£|

where £/, W  are found using the eigenvalue equation, and each solution represents 
a mode.
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Figure 3.2: Section of a step-profile circular waveguide

3.2 FIELDS OF CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDES (FIBERS)

The refractive index profile of the circular waveguide is assumed as follows

n(r) — <
n.

net

0 < r < p 

p < r
(3.18)

where p is the core radius (see Fig. 3.2).

We will decompose those fields into two components, one parallel to and the 
other orthogonal to the propagation axis and again call them the longitudinal 
and the tranversal components, respectively. Then

=  (Em + £»«âz)e (3.19)
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H{x,y,z)  ^{Hot +  Hozâ.z)e (3.20)

where the subscript oẑ  and ot are for the longitudinal, and transversal compo
nents, respectively.

If we substitute the field representation of Eqs.(3.19), and (3.20) into Maxwell’s—t
equations, and express Eot, and Hot hi terms of EozSiz, and HozSiz, we obtain the 
coupled equations for the longitudinal field components

{ v  ̂+ p } E oz-  ^ V tE o z ‘ ^t\n n

kol3
P

· {VtHoz X Vtlnn^) (3.21)

{ +  p}  Hoz- -^ -^ tH oz  · Vi In n

where

P

^ y / 2   ̂ ^ Vilnn^) (3.22)
Co / p

p =  k y  -  13̂  (3.23)

As is well known for metallic circular waveguides, there exist two independent 
solutions, one with Eoz =  0 everywhere and the other Hoz =  0 everywhere. As 
it is mentioned before, those solutions are called the transverse electric (TE), 
and the transverse magnetic (TM), respectively. However, the Vtlnn^ terms are 
to be kept nonzero if Hco is not close enough to Uc/, and so the Eqs.(3.21), and 
(3.22) relate Eoz, and Hoz so that we cannot have decoupled equations like we 
had in the metallic circular waveguide case. Also, the modes of the dielectric 
cylindrical waveguides are in general hybrid modes, that each mode hcis both 
nonzero Eoz, and Hoz terms since the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied l̂ y 
taking Eoz =  0 solution nor by taking Hoz — 0 solution individually.

To satisfy the boundary conditions at r =  p, we choose the longitudinal 
components as
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Eô  =  <

aJv(UR)
^  Jv(C/)

a K v(WR)
K v { W )

cos(tM )̂
sin(iM )̂

0 < /? < 1

1 <  R

(3.24)

and

IIOZ   ^

B MUR) 
^  M U )

p IMWR) 
^ Kr.(W)

— sin(t>(?̂ ) 
COs(u(̂ )

— S\n{v(j)) 

COs{v(f))

0 < R < 1

1 <  R

(3.25)

where A and B are constants, i? =  r/p , v is a positive integer or zero,J„ and Ky, 
defined in Appendix B, are the .Bessel function of the first kind and the modified 
Bessel function of the second kind, respectively, and the upper term in the curly 
brackets denotes the even inode where the lower term denotes the odd mode.

The transverse components can be found using the longitudinal components. 
The complete set of modal field components both for TE and TM modes for step- 
profile circular waveguide are given in Table 12-3 of [13]. Imposing the continuity 
of the azimuthal components and at 7? =  1, we get two independent 
equations. Using these two equations we obtain the ratio Af B and the eigenvalue 
equation of EH and HE modes for step-profile fiber. Those expressions are given 
in the Appendix C.

3.3 FIELDS OF WEAKLY GUIDING FIBERS

The difference between the refractive indices of the core and the chidding re
gions must be very small (less than % 1) in practical fibers used in communica
tions to keep the pulse dispersion small. These fibers are called weakly guiding 
fibers. In a weakly guiding fiber, the index difference parameter A , defined as
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A =  — nli)f2nlg, is small. Gloge [14], and Snyder et.al. [15] has shown that
in weakly guiding case, the combinations of hybrid modes have the field pattern 
resembling a linearly polarized stucture at least for the lower order modes. Those 
modes are named linearly polarized LP̂ m rnodes, the fundamental IIEu mode 
is named the LPqi mode, the TEot, TMqi and HEst combination mode as the 
LPi I mode, etc. Due to relative simplicity of this notation, it has been universally 
accepted for mode designation of small A fiber.

To determine the expressions for LP modes, we will again decompose the fields 
into the transverse and the longitudinal components.

E(x,y,z) = Eo{x,y)e (3.26)

(3.27)

H{x,y,z) =  Ho{x,y)e~^^’‘ (3.28)

(3.29)

The transverse components of LP modes can be written as (transverse electric 
field is chosen in y direction)

Ey =  <
Eo I rico 

Eoj' ĉl

0 < P < 1

1 < R

(.3..30)

= E A

Jy(UR) I COs(ui^) 

I sin(uo)

K A W R )
I<v{W)

COs{v(j))

sin{v( j ) )

0 < P < 1

1 <  P

(3.31)

where Zo =  is the impedance of the free space, is the electric field strength 
at the core-cladding boundary.
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The longitudinal components can be obtained from the following equations

E, =

H, =

jZ p d ih
ko dy

kp Zo

Ijn

1/n?,

0 < i? < 1

1 < R

(3.32)

(3.33)

This yields

= jE y
2 A.Q p

£  ’’ '‘jS P  + 1)^ +  i ;  b~.‘y  - 1)·̂

- ( - + 1 )^  -  -  W
(3.3.1)

„

" 2kpZoP

M U )

. cos{v + \)<l.+ l y ' V j f f l  cos(t, -  l)(é

(3.35)

The previous field values in Eq.(3.31) can be written [14] in cylindrical coor
dinates to match the fields at the interface. We then have

' Jp(UR) 
A{u)

P'4>- +  cos(u -  l)(f>) <
0 < R < 1

(3..36)
Kv(WR) J  ^

v̂{W)

H  ̂= - ^ { s h i { v  +  l)(f) -  sin(u -  l)(f>) < 
2Zo

Jy(UR)
E{u) 0 < i? < 1

(3.37)
Kjwm  1 <  a

v(W) ~~
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The boundary conditions on the core-cladding interface yields the following 
eigenvalue equation for the linearly polarized modes.

U
. Jv{U) ,

= ±IT
. AT )

(3.38)

If we did the above analysis taking the transverse electric field in x direction, 
we would get the same eigenvalue equation. So, there are two orthogonal polar
izations of the same mode. This is true for all LP modes, namely each LP^m mode 
has two orthogonal polarizations {degeneracy). They have the same propagation 
constant, and they occur simultaneously.

Even though the eigenvalue equation for the LP^m are obtained from the con
tinuity of the axial field components, these axial components are small compared 
to the transverse components for the weakly guiding case. So in practice all LPvm 
modes are taken as ТЕМ modes with no axial components, but with different 
propagation constants.



Chapter 4

LOSS IN BENT FIBERS

It is well understood that a bent fiber radiates energy. It has been assumed 
that this radiation is independent of the polarization for large bend radius [10] 
[6]. This fact can be illustrated by the equivalent current method discussed 
previously. If this method is used, the problem reduces to find the radiation from 
an antenna in homogeneous medium. In previous works, the field is assumed to 
be linearly polarized in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the bend. In 
the following, we will analyze the loss for two orthogonal polarizations, one with 
polarization perpendicular to the plane of bend and the other parallel to the plane 
of bend. They will be called as the perpendicular and the parallel polarization 
cases, respectively. Since a bent fiber can be thought of as a segment of a ring, we 
will assume the dielectric antenna to be a closed loop of radius Rc for simplicity 
(see Fig. 4.1). If we denote the modal power at some reference point on the axis 
of the bent fiber by P(0), the modal power at a point on the axis which is L 
meters away from the reference point is given as

P(L) = P(0)e.~̂ L (4.1)

where 7 is called the power attenuation coejficient. For small power attenuation 
coefficient and so for large bending radius (see Appendix D for the derivation of 
the valid region for Rdp  and 7), Eq.(4.1) approxinicitely equals to

p ( i ) ^ a ( o ) ( i - 7 i ) (4.2)

19
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so the power attenuation coefficient is

P(0) -  P(L)
7 LP{0) (4.3)

Then the power attenuation coefficient of a circularly bent fiber with a bend 
radius Rc can be found using

where the radiated power (.P,ad) is assumed to be so small that the fields of the 
bent fiber are approximately equal to that of the straight fiber. Obviously, this 
approximation gets better as the radius of curvature of the bend (Re) increases. 
To get a feeling of the validity of this approximation, we can find the value of Rc 
for which the radiated power is smaller than 1% of the power carried by the core. 
So

Prad
p < 0.01

where Pco is the power carried by the core and it can be derived using

where

where x, y, z coordinates are as defined in Fig. 3.2.

(4.5)

Pco =  f  /  (E X H) · r  da' dr 
Jo Jo

(4.6)

^ . U U R )  . .. 
® M U )

(4.7)

H -  - i ,   ̂ ^'®·'
ô'̂ ĈO ̂ 0

(4.8)

Substituting Eq.(4.46) into Eq.(4.5), we get

( r X ' ' '  Zo Hr
32 Pco WN2 a

exp —
4R cA W ^'
3 p 1/2 < 0.01 (4.9)
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Then Rc satisfies

and

1/2 /  4RcAW^\  ̂ 0.32 PcoWN^ A exp I ----------- 1 <3/9 1/2 y -  1̂/2 " y 2 rir
(4.10)

7 <
Prad

2-KRrP.,
(4.11)

If we take Prad/Pco =  0.01 then the valid region bound for 7 is

7 <
0.01
2tt Rr (4.12)

To get a practical value for Rc and 7 let us take

Uco =  1.560 Ao = 850 nm 

rici =  1.557 p =  5/im

so that

Then we get

V =  3.574 U =  1.857 

A =  0.006 H/ =  3.055

Rc = 0.01m
7 =  0.16

So, the approximation employed here introduces very little error for bend radii 
down to 1cm.
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4.1 Perpendicular Polarization Case

To find the radiation due to an equivalent current distribution (see Fig 4.2), we 
need the electric field only in the core region since the equivalent current is zero 
in the cladding. For the weakly guiding straight fiber, the electric field for each 
mode is given in Eq.(3.31).

If the loss is small and also the radius of the bend Rc is much larger than the 
core radius />, we can assume the field of the bent fiber to be approximately equal 
to the core field distribution of the straight fiber (see Appendix D), so that the 
field is

=  F-u(R)cos{la')e (4.13)

where s is the length along the fiber, a' is shown in Fig. 3.2, and FT(Il) is defined 
as

F,{R) =
M U R )
M U )

(4.14)

Using the equivalent current method, and Eqs.(2.9) and (4.13) we can find 
the volume current distribution to be

=  jy<,K(ni  ̂-  nii)K(R) cos{la')e ” ’*a (4.1.5)

To find the radiation, we need to find the vector M , to substitute this value 
into Eq.(2.16).
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z
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M  =  a,

= a,

Jv
pp p2n rTT
/  /  /  jYoK{nlo~nl{)Fy{R)cos{loi')
Jo Jo Jo

,̂ -jPRc4>'+jkon,,RcCos'r

(4.16)

(4.17)

where the primed and unprimed coordinates are for the source and field points 
(see Fig. 2.1), respectively, and the relationship cos7 =  sin0cos(f?' — 0) follows 
from geometry, and the integration over R is in [0,1], because the volume cur
rent exists only in the core region. The exponent exp{—j/3Rc(f>') is the phase 
difference of the current sources due to the transmission delay, and the exponent 
exp{jkoUciRe cos j )  is the phase differences of the contributions of the sources at 
the field point.

Integration over R and a' leads to

/*2Tr
_  /cjRc / l̂·jkonclRcsmOcos{<|)*-(f))

 ̂  ̂ Jo

where
rP /*27T

=  jYoko{nlo ~  ^C/) /  /  Fv[R) cos{la') clR da'Jo Jo

(4.18)

(4.19)

Now, we can find Mz using the definition of Bessel function

J^(z) =  —  e~̂ P̂+Ncos(4>'-4>)
27t Jo

to be equal to

(4.20)

M = kz2-KlcRcJv{konclRc sinf?)

with V =  PRc.

(4.21)
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Figure 4.2: Circular fiber, perpendicular polarization case

Now, the radiated power can be found by substituting Eq.(4.21) into Eq.(2.16), 
and this leads to [11]

kW., rp  , _  ' " Q  cl y
“  327t2^'

I'Z'K I'TT
'o /  /  \Mo\'̂  sin 0 dO d<j)

Jo Jo
(4.22)

~  vk^nliZoRllc f  dvikoUciRc sin 0) sin^^ dO (4.23)4 Jo

4.2 Parallel Polarization Case

In this case, only the polarization of the field is difFerent(see Fig. 4.3). 

For the horizontal polarization case, the equivalent current is
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Figure 4.3: Circular fiber, parallel polarization case

Jeq = jYoko{nl^ -  nh)Fy{R) cos{la')e (4.24)

where â / is the unit vector away from the center of the curvature of the bend.

Now, in the following part, we will find Me cind to substitute them into 
Eq.(2.16). Writing the equivalent current in cartesian coordinates

Jeq =  Id'eJ COS (p'a,, +  | Je</| s h l (p's.,, (4.25)

lead to

Jeq · ke =  I Jeq  | (cOS <f)' COS (j) COS 0 +  s in  <j)' s in  ^  COS 6) (4.26)
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and

=  \Jeq\ cos 0 COs{(f)' — (f>)

Jeq ' =  I sin (?̂ COS +  COS (/»sin </i')

=  |Je,|sin( '̂ -  ^)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

So that

M
l'2'K

=  /  \Jeq\Rc
Jo

, -j/ЗRc(t>'-l·jkonc^Rc sin 9 cos(4>'-4>)

(ao cos i? cos((/i'— (/») + sin((/>'— (/>)) d(f)' (4.30)

The approximate solution to the above integral can be found using the sta
tionary phase method.

Let’s find the stationary phase point(s) if exist(s).

d<f>'
exp{--j/3Rc<l>' — jkoTlclRc sin 6 COs{(f)' — (f>)) =  0 (4.31)

<!>)=■. . krtci sin 0 
1---------------------------------

(4.32)

(4.33)

Then we have

]\/J — /  -jkoiiciRcsme cos(4>'-4>)
Jo

■(do cos Ofi(O) -b d^f2{0))d(f)'

=  2ttRcIcJv{z) 

where z =  koUciRc sin i?.

(4.34)

(4.35)
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Since M$ and are known, we can find the radiated power to be in the form

JT- r7T n2'K
Prad =  /  J l { z ) { c o s ' ^  O f ^ ( O )  +  f ^ { 9 ) ) s m 0  (10 cl(l> ( 4 M )

o Jo Jo

o"'cl̂ O- illc r ./,!(^ )(cos^ö/i*(0) +  / 2(ö))si
Jo

sin 0 dO (4.37)

where the functions / i ,  and /2 are defined in Eq.(4.32), and Eq.(4.33).

If we use Debye’s approximate value for the Bessel function in the integrand, 
we get

where

=  \ k ln lz ,R J l r
8 Jo

sin 0Q{0)
(/?2 — k^nli sin  ̂OyN

dO (4.38)

and

ci'û\  ̂k̂ TiciR,
=  “ Ö3 sin  ̂0 V o'‘ c/

sin^d
3 /2

(4.39)

Q(0) = (cos  ̂0 , m  + m ) (4.40)

Now, we can search for a stationary phase point of the above integral

dS(0) _
dO

=  0

/3̂

1/2

sin'̂  0■2 a -
klnl

^  1

(4.41) 

=  0 (4.42)

(4.43)
cl
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Therefore the stationary phase point is very close to 7t/ 2 ,  so that 0 =  7t/ 2  can 
be substituted into the coefhcient function of the Bessel function in the integrand. 
Then we get

Q ( 0 )  =  1 (4.44)

As a result, the radiated power for the horizontal polarization is the same as 
in the vertical polarization case [13].

,S(0)

— k^nh sin  ̂0)̂ /2 dO (4.45)

The final expression of the radiated power is [13]

where

Prad — 32 V p
- -  Z.

n.
IT3/2 A exp —

4 iic A V F ' 
3 p 1/2 ^

A = 77-co

and V,W  are the fiber and the cladding parameters respectively.

(4.46)

(4.47)

We see that the radiated powers are same for both polarizations so that we 
can say that the power loss of planar bends is independent of the polarization of 
the propagated field.

The power attenuation coefficient for both polarizations can be found [10] 
using the calculated powers that are radiated from the equivalent currents. That 
is given as follows
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7 =
t/2

R j  e,VnVN ^K ,_гiW )K ,+,{W )
exp

2 l3Rc
3 (hiciY p̂

(4.48)

where U is the core parameter, K  is the modified Bessel function, and =  2 if 
t) =  0, and e„ =  1 otherwise.
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LOSS IN HELICAL FIBERS

In this part, we will use the same method to examine the loss mechanism due 
to nonplanar bends. As an example which is of practical interest, we consider a 
helical fiber. Helical fibers are used for measurement of high intensity currents 
using the Faraday rotation. In the case of helical fiber(see Fig. 5.1), the radiation 
is due to bending loss and helical loss [10]. If a multimode fiber is bent into a helix, 
the radiation acts as a.n effective cutoff for modes [10]. In the previous analyses, 
the polarization is assumed to stay parallel to a rectangular coordinate axis which 
is invariant with respect to the helical path. However in reality, it is well known 
that the polarization slips back due to the torsion of the helix [9]. So, one needs 
to include this rotation of polarization in the radiation calculations. Here, we 
perform this analysis, and observe that the total radiation is independent of the 
polarization slip.

The helix considered has a pitch P, and offset Q as in Fig. 5.1. The helix 
angle Op is defined by, cos Op =  + (27ri )̂ )̂ /̂ .̂ The helix axis coincides with
the 2;'-axis, 0, and and (f) are the spherical angles.

Let a denote the speed of the rotation of ¡jolarization, then the equivalent 
current is given by

Jeq  =  [ O a ·  C O S  a (j)' +  ü y  s i n  a(j)']lX

31

(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Helically bent fiber

in the core region with being the magnitude of the equivalent current.

The vector potential becomes

M = ^xMx +  ^yMy

where

(5.2)

M Xy
cos0]z'-jfcc(Qsinicos(.^-^ir') J 003(0 ^ 2:)

sin(a—-2:')
dz' (5.3)

To get the radiation from a helix of infinite length, L must be taken to infinity. 
Substituting

=  — Mx sin (j) + My cos (f> (5.4)
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M$ — Mx cos (j) cos 0 +  My sin (f> sin 0 (5.5)

we obtain

n
27T

[|Ma;p(sin  ̂(j) +  COŜ  (/>COŜ  6)

+ [My |̂ (coŝ  (f) +  cos  ̂0 sin  ̂(¡))

+ |Mj;| |My| siii(/>cos (̂ (coŝ  — l)]sin0 dO d<f> (5.6)

Using the following decompositions

cos(a— z )  =  -(e·  ̂ p + e   ̂ p )
P 2

• { 2TT 1 . —jazz'ssin(o!— 2: I =  -(e·' p — e ■' p )
p ' 2

('.'■'.S'l

Eq.(5.3) can be written as

Mx — Mxa +  Mxl) 

M y =  Mya -  Myb

(5.9)

(5.10)

where

and

M .
■  ̂ -  a [  g-di^-fcc|COseq:a^]2' Qsinecos(0-^ ^ ')j^ /
 ̂ i> 2 J - L

(5.11)

jU  ̂ — IL [  -̂ l̂^ -̂ ĉicos0 :̂a ]̂z' -̂jk îQsinOcos{<l>-^z')j^^/
 ̂ b 2j  J - L

(5.12)
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Using the relation

^-j.cose ^  ^  2 ^  U r M z )  cos(m^)
771 = 1

we have

where

m = l

o o

7 7 1 = 1

(5.13)

=  f^ [Jo{kciQ sm O )F,a+2f^{j)”^J,n{kciQsm9)F^a] (5.14)

^ [M K iQ sin 0 )F ,a + 2 Y ;^ {jrM K ,Q sm e)F ^ a J  (5.15)

F  a m j £
-J ^^-kci cos0±a^ / / 27T ..

COS ^ )

1 pL
=  _ g W  / e'

2 7 -l

-J c o s 0 ± a f - ^ ^

dz' for 7 7 1  > 0

(5.17)

(6.18)

Using

we have
/ ‘  e - ' - V z '  =
-L aL

(5.19)

sin[L(—̂ ̂ L V COS t/p. „  k c l C O s d ± ^ ^  +  ^ ) ]rp ___  r _______ t- ^ c o s  f / p ______________________________________p______________ p f ̂

'^h ~  _  k c o s O ± ^  A ^ )
V c o s  t / p  p p ^

. s m [ L i ^ - h ^ c o s O ± ^ ^ - ^ ) ]_|_  ̂ ''COŜ p <=· p p
L ( - V  -  cos 0 ±  ^  -  ^ )Vcoŝ p p P f

(5.20)
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Each term has a maximum at those points where the denominator is zero. 
Neglecting the cross terms, the square of each term hcis strong contribution for a 
discrete set of values of m.

|A/’i p =

+IJ.‘ L'‘ ■£ J l(K ,Q sm e)

sin̂ [d4] sin f̂jB]

sm '[a] shP[D] sin2[E] sm^[F]
d” r T-»io d~ r nio ~b

where
m = l

[EY [FY
(5 .2 1 )

d 2tt
A — L (----- ------kci cos 0 — a — )

cos Op p

B =  L (—^ -----kci cos 0 +  a — )
cos Or, P

^  r/ I /1 27t 2m7r,C =  L {----—- -  kci cos 0 -  a -------h ------)
cos Op P P

/3 , . 27t 2mn.
D — L{ T kct cos 0 +  Oi—  -f )

cos On P P
(3 / )  2 7 t  2mTT

E = L [-----------kci cos 0 — a ---------------- )
' cos On

P
p P 

2n 2??r7T,
F =  L {----- ------kci cos 0 +  a ---------------- )cos 0  ̂ ~P

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

Since the speed a is given by [9]

a =  cos{0p) (5.28)

for vanishingly small fiber thickness compared with the radius of the curvature, 
some of the sine functions will have peaks at imaginary values of 0. These con
tributions can be neglected and \Mx\'̂  is written as

|M,|2 =  i'^L^J^JkciQ sin 0)
sin^[/l]

[/l]2
m — rrimax

+  J l , { k c i Q s \ n O )

771 — THuixu

sin"!«] siii"[i·]
[E]‘ [Cj‘ (5.2!))
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where m, are values for which

cos 0„. = (3 o;27r 2rmr
(5.30)

Id COS Op P̂ cl 'pl'cl

yields a value of 0-m between 0 and tt. The expression for |Myp is exactly the 
same, in otlun· words

|M,|2 =  |M,|2 =  |Mp (5.31)

Substituting these in Eq.(5.6), and noting that \Mx\̂  and \My\̂  are indepen
dent of 4> we get

Prad =  27rcr [  \M\̂ (1 +  COŜ  0) Sİll 0 
Jo

dO (5.32)

Defining

Ti  ^  1 nqx =  L {----- -  kci cos 0 ------
' cos Op p

dq  ̂ =  Lkct sin 0 dO

2mTr.
(5.33)

(5.34)

The integral in'Eq.(5.32) becomes

Prad = 2TTap,'̂ L‘̂ '^J^{kciQ sin 0m){l -fcos^ 0m)
m

sin^(g+)

1

/  ™  <̂1. +  /Jz~ Cj[_̂ J z~

Lkd
+ Sİn2(ç_)

2 3,q.
<71

(5.35)

where and z correspond to the values of q± when m goes from Jrimin to rn„ 
If we now increase L indefinitely, the integrals have value tt ,so

Z2 sin 77„j)(l +  COŜ  Om) (5.36)

This expression is exactly the same as found in previous analyses (Eq.AlT of 
[10]) which neglected the rotation of the direction of polarization.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

Using the volume equivalent current method, the bending loss in a fiber is found 
to be independent of polarization for weakly guiding case. Any polarization can 
be decomposed into the weighted sum of the two orthogonal polarizations, so 
one can add the individual contributions to the power radiated from the two 
orthogonal components, thus the above result is valid for any polarization.

Similar to the previous studies, the bend radius is assumed to be very large 
compared to the radius of the core. This assumption simplifies the analysis con
siderably since by this way one can approximate the field distribution of the bent 
fiber by that of the straight fiber. This is equivalent to taking the radicited power 
small, compared to the power carried by the core. Based on this assumption, a 
bound on the bend radius and the attenuation constant is derived for the validity 
of the approximation.

Similarly the bending loss is found for a helically bent fiber. The polarization 
slip due to the torsion is also taken into account in the analysis. It is found 
that the bending loss for a helical fiber is independent of polarization even in the 
pi'esence of the pohirization slip.

For further work, the above results for the helically bent fiber can be general
ized for multimode fiber. Also, some other practical problems can be solved, like 
the design of a helical coupler using the volume equivalent current method.
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Appendix A

Scalar Operators

Vector Operators

=

(A .l)

d^
(A.2)-  ax +  ay dy

. d*S! I d ^
(A.3)r d<j)

(9x2  ̂ Qy'i (A.4)

I d  f d ^ ) 1 d'^^
(A.5)

r dr \ dr r"̂  d(P

A = Ao{x,y,z)k (A.6)

V 4! =
dA^ dAy 
dx dy

(A.7)

1 d . . .  IdA^
(7 Ar) +  „  

r dr r d(p
(AS)

Vt X  A/ =  ̂ fdAy dA^ 1 
[ d x  d y ]

(A.9)

—
. f 1 ¿1 . 1 1

r d<i>]
(A.IO)
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Appendix B

The Bessel function of the first kind is defined as
1 /*27t

Z7T7̂  ̂ JO2Trf
;m f̂ TT^ J_ [
27t Jo

J z  cos 0 cos{mO)dO

(B .i)

(B.2)

The modified Bessel function of the second kind is defined as

K >{z) -  /Jo
e—z cosh t cosh{vt)dt (B.3)
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Appendix С

Eigenvalue eqiuuions for step profile circular fiber, for HEym э-пс! EHym modes

ju u )  I ] i , ni, к т  ] _
и  M U ) W I M W )  j  \ и M U )  ^  n i  W I M W )  f  [k?i,oJ ^uw j )  (C .i)

for TEom modes

M U ) I
и  M U )  1ЕЛ̂ о(ИО

(C.2)

and for TMom modes

ч 1 л т  + ’ '1 М Ю
U J o ( U )  W K o ( W )

where m is the ???.’th root.

(C.3)
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